
exercise, relaxation, competition, exhibition, romance, 
exhilaration and therapy. When swimmers and bathers frolic 
underwater they risk exposing their hair to active pool drains. 
For example, swimming a circuit to and from a drain is a 
common aquatic exercise that brings the head into the vicinity 
of the drain where strands of hair may be entrained into the 
drainage flow and pass through the apertures in conventional 
drain gratings.
When hair strands are drawn through drain gratings hair 
entanglement may proceed by the knotting or wrapping 
mechanisms illustrated in Figs. 1a and 1b respectively. Both 
mechanisms are sufficiently aggressive that a bather may be 
trapped even in the face of heroic intervention. Drain covers 
can be designed to avoid hair entanglement or to allow escape. 
Some of the physical and mechanical properties of hair have 
been collected in Table 1 to assist our understanding of hair 
entrapment.
1. Collimated Gratings
By extending the vertical dimensions of most conventional 
drain gratings, one obtains a series of prismatic tubes such as 
shown in Fig. 2. If these tubes are longer than the critical hair 
length shown in Fig. 3, there are no mechanical elements for 
the hair strands to snag or lasso. “Between – Tube Knotting” is 
only possible when hair strands exceed the critical length 
which is currently set at 16 in. (406 mm) in the U.S. [7].
The elongated tube concept was fully described by Barnett in a 
Triodyne Safety Alert in February 1998 [8]. Figure 2b from 
that publication was patented by Barnett on May 18, 1999 [9]. 
A utility patent [10] was granted to Nelson on November 9, 
1999 for the same concept. The idea of an elongated tube for 
controlling hair entanglement was incorporated into Patent 
6,230,337 B1 [11] by Barnett on May 15, 2001 and into Patent 
6,738,994 B2 [12] by Barnett and Poczynok on May 25, 2004. 
The latter two patents address all of the entrapment hazards 
including hair entanglement. Note that the spherical profile 
illustrated in Fig. 2b mitigates body entrapment and 
evisceration hazards.
2. Cantilevered Grating Elements
Conventional grating elements, such as shown in Fig. 1, 
consist of horizontal prismatic beams supported at both ends. 
As indicated in Fig. 1a, no escape geometry is provided in the 
knotting mode. Furthermore, a single wrap around a straight 
element can entrap a strand of hair. On the other hand, 
cantilevered elements always provide escape geometry as 
illustrated in Fig. 4a. Indeed, the steep angle on the bottom 
surface of the element leads to shedding of the hair lasso. The 
effect of the tapered cantilever
Figure 1. Hair Entanglement Models
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profile illustrated in Fig. 4b also precludes wrapping 
entanglement by the same shedding mechanism [13].
Figure 5 depicts various drain grating designs which 
incorporate only cantilevered elements. The domed profile 
illustrated in Fig. 5c makes it very difficult to fully cover the 
drain with the human body. This safety feature attenuates the 
development of a dangerous vacuum.
3. Cutting Edge Grating Elements
Disengagement of entangled hair from drain gratings is 
restricted by forces developed at the bottom surface of the 
grating elements. If these surfaces are fashioned into a cutting 
edge as shown in Fig. 6, hair strands may be severed to release 
a bather. The edges may incorporate some of the modern “stay 
sharp” profiles. Grating materials must be selected to sustain 
the integrity of the cutting edges in the face of harsh pool and 
hot tub chemistry. Furthermore, the grating apertures must be 
designed to preclude finger contact with the sharp edges at the 
bottom of the grating.
4. Liftable Gratings
Unsecured gratings will not hold down a swimmer whose hair 
has become ensnared. Most conventional gratings are secured 
to pool surfaces or main drains using fastening systems that 
cannot be breached by human strength. Conceptually, it is a 
straight forward problem to design covers with detents or 
breakaway fasteners that will release them at modest force 
levels (see Fig. 7). As a practical
Table I. Follicle Facts
Figure 2. Collimated Grating
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matter, there are many design constraints;
• Currently (2012) hair pull is limited to 5 lbf (22 N).
• Hair entrapment may occur anywhere on the grate.
• Hair pull may be applied in any direction.
• Vandal resistance.
• UV and chemical resistant (10 year exposure)
• High reliability.
• The bather may defeat the concept by pushing against or 
standing on the grate while attempting to extricate their hair.
• The bather must be able to swim to the surface with the 
grating entangled in their hair.
• A missing grating may expose swimmers to tripping hazards, 
limb entrapment, body entrapment, and evisceration.
A safety grating was invented and marketed by Zars in January 
2001 [14] which addressed many of the foregoing design 
constraints.
5. 1.5 Feet/Second Rule
By fiat the pool industry has adopted a rule-of-thumb 
masquerading as a theorem; “Hair entanglement will not occur 
in grate/covers when the water flow speed is kept below 1.5 ft/
sec [457 mm/sec].” The most current national safety standard, 
ANSI/APSP-16 2011 [7], specifies that,
4.1.4 Field Fabricated Outlets. For field fabricated outlets, hair 
entrapment tests are not required, but velocity through cover/
grate openings shall not exceed 1.5 ft/sec (4.675 gpm/in.2) 
[457 mm/sec (2.73 Lpm/cm2)] of open area.
At the state level, New York’s Codes, Rules and Regulations, 
2007 states the following [15]:
NYCRR §6-1.29 (2007) 9.6.2
• 9.6.2 Grating. The main drain suction outlet shall be 
protected by anti-vortex covers or gratings.
• The open area shall be large enough to assure the velocity 
does not exceed 11/2 feet per second through the grating. 
Openings in grates shall not be over one-half inch wide.
• Gratings or drain covers shall not be removable without the 
use of tools.
In 2009, on behalf of Hayward Pool Products, Gary Ortiz and 
Robert Rung provided a comprehensive discussion of the 1.5 
ft/sec rule in their presentation entitled “Prescriptive and 
Performance
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Standards: Flow Ratings of Suction Outlet Fittings (Main 
Drains)” [16]. Among their observations are the following:
• Earliest citation found – 1958 “National Spa and Pool 
Institute (NSPI) Recommended Standard;”
“The outlet grate clear area shall be such that when the 
maximum flow of water is being pumped through the floor 
outlet, the velocity through the clear area of the grate shall not 
be greater than 1 1/2 ft. per second….”
• No known scientific or technical basis for the 1.5 ft/sec. rule.
• Hair tests performed by “Nationally Recognized Testing 
Laboratories” have demonstrated entrapment in accordance 
with ASME A112.19.8-2007 [17] at flow velocities as low as 
1.3 ft/sec. This disproves the 1.5 ft/sec. rule.
• In some cases a flow velocity of 1.5 ft/sec. exceeds cover 
manufacturer’s flow rating.
6. Performance Criteria (Conventional Covers)
A statistical performance standard has been promulgated by 
standard ANSI/APSP-16 2011 that will decrease but not 
eliminate hair entrapment by entanglement. Under standardized 
conditions that tend to simulate hair entanglement scenarios, 
manufactured (as opposed to field fabricated) grates/covers are 
tested with respect to the forces required to extricate hair 
samples at various flow rates. The hair entrapment forces are 
generated by hydrodynamic drag on the hair strands, by 
friction resistance of strands rubbing against grating elements, 
and by interference caused by entanglement. Eighty percent of 
the flow rate associated with an extraction force of 5 lbf (22 N) 
becomes the rating of the candidate grate/cover.
Figure 5. Cantilevered Grating Assemblies
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Figure 6. Intersecting Sharp Edged Grating Elements
Figure 7. Breakaway Grating Concepts
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Several rules-of-thumb guide designers of conventional outlet 
covers;
• Small apertures reduce the entrainment of strands into the 
grate/cover elements. (Recall: 29 hair loops break at 5 lbf (22 
N))
• Friction resistance is lowered by passageways that are not 
circuitous.
• Small flow velocities decrease hydrodynamic drag.
• Small flow velocities reduce turbulence that entangles hair 
strands. (Recall: All known hair entrapment accidents have 
been caused by entanglement)
The hair entrapment standard contains a number of relevant 
passages;
• Hair Samples
Type 1. A full head of natural, fine, straight, blond European, 
human hair with cuticle on hair stems, 16 in. (406 mm) in 
length, 5.5 oz ± 0.5 oz (155g ± 15g), and affixed to a 
Professional Wig Display Mannequin.
Type 2. Natural, medium to fine, straight, light brown colored 
human hair weighing 2 oz ± 0.11 oz (57 g ± 3g) and having a 
length of 16 in. (406 mm) affixed to a 1 inch [25 mm] 
diameter wood dowel of length 12 in [305 mm]. Notes: No 
research has established that these hair samples are the most 
tangle-prone The full head sample always governs the flow 
rating.
• Five pounds is specified in the standard because it is 
speculated to be the pain threshold of children. Note: No 
research has been performed to establish a proper hair pull 
criterion.
• Before a force test is executed, the test dowel or test skull is 
manipulated for 60 sec. and then held against the outlet fitting 
for another 30 sec. to feed hair into the fitting.
• Ten tests are conducted with each sample type at various 
resistance levels approaching 5 lbf (22 N).
• Hair exposure to a grating during testing is of the order of 
one hour. This may be compared to the typical exposure of 
swimmers to a given style grate/cover. For example, 250,000 
covers that are “life rated” for seven years may be exposed to 
swimmers for a 180 hr/year. The outlet cover spends almost 
1/3 of a billion hours in the company of swimmers.
B. Suction Entrapment Safeguards
Suction gives rise to body and limb entrapment and 
evisceration. Two approaches are used to mitigate these 
dangers; reduced suction and timely termination of suction. 
The basis suction entrapment problem is framed in Fig. 8a 
where a perfect pump creates a full vacuum (absolute pressure 
= zero). If a body seals the sump it is subjected to a hold-down 
pressure p where p = 14.7 psi + H (0.4333 psi/ft) [p= 101 kPa 
+ H(9.801 kPa/m)] where H is the head of water above the 
sump in feet (meters for SI units). Hold-down forces of 400 to 
600 lbf (1780 to 2669 N) are developed in circular sumps and 
frames; two to three inch (51-76 mm) PVC pipes develop 
between 50 and 100 lbf (222 and 445 N) respectively.
When an immersed body does not completely seal a sump or a 
suction outlet pipe, the water flowing past the body produces a 
pressure drag related to the pressure difference between the 
upstream and downstream surfaces. The water flow also 
creates a viscous shear called skin friction at the body/fluid 
boundaries. The total drag on a body or limb is sensitive to 
flow velocity which in turn depends on the pressure 
differential created by the pump.
For uncovered sumps Fig. 8 displays the current schemes for 
controlling the pressure differential. Because the dual drain, 
Fig. 8b, and the unblockable sump, Fig. 8c, allow water to 
continuously flow into the pump, a full vacuum cannot be 
developed. For the vent system, Fig. 8d, and the gravity feed 
system, Fig. 8e, the maximum vacuum cannot exceed Hg. 
When the water column in the vent line or collector tank is 
drawn down completely, air is entrained into the pump which 
loses its prime. With respect to the single blockable sump in 
Fig. 8a, drain covers are designed with unblockable ports for 
water to bypass partially obstructed covers. For suction outlet 
pipes, a scalloped end precludes sealing. For perfectly sealed 
suction outlet devices, even the smallest pumps, given 
sufficient time, can pull a near perfect vacuum. On the other 
hand, for a partially sealed sump, pipe, or drain cover the hold-
down force increases with pump size and capability.
Another approach for protecting bathers from suction dangers 
is to shut down or reverse the motor/pump system whenever 
the vacuum level is too high. This is accomplished with so 
called Safety Vacuum Relief Systems (SVRS). These systems 
may monitor line pressure, flow, or electrical load. At harmful 
levels they introduce various combinations of protocols,
• Shut off pump motor
• Reverse flow direction
• Incapacitate pump (introduce air to kill the prime)
• Reduce pressure to atmospheric
It is generally accepted that the SVRS devices do not act 
rapidly enough to prevent evisceration. On the other hand, 
some restrict the vacuum levels such that evisceration will not 
take place.
H
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Figure 8. Entrapment Avoidance Systems
C. Mechanical Entrapment Safeguards
Suction outlet covers are strainers fashioned with one or more 
holes of various geometries. Ideally, they should allow 
maximum water flow with minimum throughput of solids such 
as fingers or apparel. The New Zealand Swimming Pool 
Design Standard NZS 4441:2008 requires that grate opening 
either preclude the passage of a 0.3 in. (8mm) diameter rod or 
allow the passage of a 1 in. (25 mm) diameter rod [18]. Infants 
cannot pass their fingers through an 8mm circular hole [19]. In 
the U.S. a finger probe designed by Underwriters Laboratories 
[20] provides the anti-finger entrapment criteria. Suction 
fittings shall not allow the passage of the 25mm diameter 
cylindrical end of the UL Articulated Probe. On the other end 
with the articulated finger, penetration is limited for small 
aperture opening and for large aperture openings.
ANTI-LIMB ENTRAPMENT INSERT
Manufactured or field built sumps, used in swimming pools are 
generally serviced by 1 1/2 to 3” (38 to 76 mm) PVC pipes 
oriented perpendicular or parallel to the bottom surface of the 
pool. The entrance to the pipe may be unencumbered, it may 
be cemented into a socket that is built into a manufactured 
sump, or it may be cemented into the socket end of a fitting 
that has a threaded pipe end that screws into a receptacle built 
into the sump. The associated passageways into the pipe all 
provide a limb entrapment hazard. The safety objective is to 
design a device that eliminates this hazard without 
significantly compromising the water flow. Further, the safety 
device must not introduce new dangers with respect to hair or 
finger entrapment.
A. Anti-Limb Entrapment
Figure 9a shows a photograph of a candidate pipe insert for a 
2” PVC pipe. This safety device incorporates scallops around 
its leading edge to prevent bathers from sealing the pipe or 
sump outlet and developing a hold-down force as high as 64 
lbf (O.D. x 14.7 psi) [285]. Using the test set-up illustrated in 
Fig. 10, the withdrawal forces associated with an adult 
anthropometric hand are presented in Table 2. Various 
blocking strategies were tested using a 2” PVC pipe insert with 
three scallops. Ten trials were conducted per strategy.
To set up each trial, the choice blocking material was attached 
to a hanging load cell in the desired position by a flexible 
nylon cord and an eyebolt. The load cell was fastened to an 
Acme screw jack. During testing, the wheel of the jack was 
manipulated to raise and lower the set-up into and out of 18” 
of water. The 2 hp (1.5kW) STA-RITE pump was powered on 
prior to the lowering of the blockage item. Of the strategies 
tested, three included setting a blockage item above the pipe 
insert and one blocked the pipe without the insert. For control 
purposes, an aluminum contact disk was used to seal the pipe 
without the insert. All of the attachments were negatively 
buoyant, and their forces were deducted from data averages to 
produce corrected averages.
Turning to the results, observe from Table 2 that a flat body 
contact produces a withdrawal force of only 6.5 lbf (29 N); a 
karate chop (edge of hand) across two scallop valleys can be 
withdrawn with 13.7 lbf (60.9 N). A three year old, according 
to Reference 7, can develop a removal force of 15 lbf (67 N). 
When an adult palms the 2” pipe insert, the withdrawal force is 
20.7 lbf (92.1 N) or 43.5% of the full blocking removal force. 
The smaller hand of a child cannot develop such high resisting 
forces.
Referring to Figs. 9c and 9d, the pipe remains a single hole 
(simply connected) with a cross-section that will not admit a 
25mm diameter rod. When infants reduce their hands to the 
narrowest configuration as shown in Fig. 11, the smallest 2 – 
3.5 year old cannot reach through a circular hole smaller than 
1.5 in. (38.1mm) [19]. Clearly, the three fin insert cannot be 
breached. When the insert wall thickness is 1/16 in. (1.6 mm), 
the cross-sectional area is reduced by 18.94%.
B. Anti-Hair Snare Design
In general, hair can become ensnared on fins or scallops. The 
two worst case scenarios for these contingencies are depicted 
in Fig. 12a. Observe that at any point on the fin, the contact 
angle of a hair loop may be sufficiently shallow that the hair 
strands will slide. The contact angle that will guarantee such 
slipping is related to the coefficient of friction of the hair/fin 
couple. If the entire edge of the fin makes the same contact 
angle with all hair strands, the shape of the fin forms an iso-
friction surface that will always shed hair.
The shape of the fin can be obtained using the polar 
coordinates shown in Fig. 12b. At any point (r,q) the angle a is 
fixed, thus,
= tan drrdconstantqa= Eq. 1
At the initial point on the fin,
Using separation of variables we obtain the equation defining 
the edge of the fin:
rRe=−00()tanqqa Eq. 2
The length of the fin, xmax, is the radius associated with the 
largest possible q, q = p/2; thus,
Fin Length xrmax(/)≡p2
r
Rat=00 = qq
=−Re020(/)tanpqa Eq. 3
The width of the fin y at any point (r, q) is given by y = r cos 
q or
yRe=−00cos()tanqqqa Eq. 4
The maximum fin width ymax is obtained in the usual way by 
setting the derivative of y equal to zero; thus,
dydoptoptqqqqa==⇒=0tantan Eq. 5
Hence,
qaopt=−tan(tan)1 Eq. 6
Figure 9. Two Inch Anti-Limb Entrapment Insert - Three 
Scallops Three Fins
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y
yReoptmax[tan(tan)()cos[tan(tan)]==−−−qaaq0110]]tana Eq. 7
The relationship between the constant angle a and hair friction 
can be obtained by examining a tangent to the fin curve, Fig. 
13. The free body diagram of the hair/fin contact point shows 
that the external tangential component force F cos b is opposed 
by the friction force m F sin b. The hair strand will slip if
mbbFFsincos< Eq. 8
Hence,
bm<−tan(/)...11 slipcriterion Eq. 9
In terms of the complimentary angle a,
apm>−−/tan(/)...211 sheddingcriterion Eq. 10
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Figure 12. Anti-Hair Snare Geometry
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Example: R0 = 0.49 in. (12 mm), q0 = 0, m = 1
Shedding Angle: apm=−−/tan(/)211 Eq. 10
=−−p/tan(/)2111
a
p=/...(º)445
Iso-Friction Fin: rRe=−00()tanqqa Eq. 2
=−04904.()tan/ eqp
re=049.q
Fin Length: xRemax(/)tan=−020pqa Eq. 3
=−049204.(/)tan/ epp
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Max Fin Width:
yRemax[tan(tan)]tancos[tan(/)]=−−−01110maqa
=−−−0491114041.cos[tan(/)][tan(tan/)]tan/epp
==04940759941.cos(/)..[/]() ppein
Referring back to Fig. 12 a, a horizontal loop of hair is shown 
straddling the top of a scallop. As the hair is withdrawn, planar 
forces act on the scallop as depicted in Fig. 14. An upward 
component of the hair force urges the hair strand off of the 
scallop. In addition to shedding, the hair loop may be lifted off 
of the scallop or it may unravel.
C. Mechanical Entrapment Mitigation
The cross section of a typical pipe insert is shown in Fig. 9c 
and 9d. Roughly, the single (simply connected) hole is divided 
by symmetrically located fins that define an inscribed central 
circle surrounded by sectors. The sectors provide prismatic 
passageways that admit the articulated finger of the UL 
Articulated Probe without resistance. On the other hand, they 
preclude any penetration of the 1 in. (25mm) cylindrical end of 
the probe.
The central passageway to the phantom inscribed circle is like 
a funnel leading to a pinch point. A pinch point is defined as 
“Any location inside the assembled suction fitting where an 
aperture enlarges upstream and downstream.” The maximum 
width of the fins, ymax, was designed to prevent the second
Figure 13. Friction Relationships
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articulated joint of the UL Probe from passing beyond the 
pinch point. Observe from the example that ymax = 0.7599 in. 
(19.30 mm) when R0 = 0.49 in. (12 mm). The diameter of the 
inscribed circle for an insert that fits tightly inside a 2” PVC 
Schedule 40 pipe (I.D. = 2.049 in. [52.04 mm]) with a wall 
thickness of 1/16 in.(1.6 mm) is given by,
Inscribed Circle Diameter = I.D. – 2 (Wall Thickness – 2 ymax
= 2.049 – 2 (1/16) – 2 (0.7599)
= 0.4042 in. (10.27 mm)
The smaller dimension of the second joint of the UL Probe is 
0.460 in. (11.7 mm); therefore, there is no penetration as 
required by ANSI/APSP-16 2011 [7].
OBSERVATIONS
A. The proposed retrofit insert is designed to be cemented into 
a specific size pipe. The cement may be placed on the 
cylindrical surface of the insert and/or on the bottom surface of 
the shoulder segments shown in Figs. 9 and 12. The cement 
only resists human efforts to remove the insert; otherwise, very 
small forces interact with the insert. Removal of a cemented 
insert is easier if only the shoulder segments are bonded to the 
outlet.
B. The insert is designed to fit not only a specific size pipe; 
but, all of its fittings and sump terminations as well. 
Unfortunately, the fittings are often smaller than the pipe I.D. 
To accommodate this situation with a single size insert, a slot 
has been incorporated into the insert sidewall as shown in Figs. 
9a and 9d. In the case of the 2” PVC pipe insert, squeezing the 
walls allows it to fit both the original pipe, I.D. = 2.049 in. 
(52.04 mm), and the male/female adapter with an I.D. = 1.900 
in. (48.26 mm).
C. The sidewall slot has an additional property that greatly 
facilitates the cementing process. The slot allows an oversize 
insert diameter that spring loads itself against the I.D. of the 
pipe or pipe fitting. This holds the insert in position while the 
cement is setting.
D. The anti-limb entrapment insert prevents limb entrapment 
without any significant compromise to the flow.
E. The iso-friction profile of the fins causes hair loops to shed. 
Even a rubber band is immediately cast off.
F. The scallops provide an anti-hair snare geometry that 
quickly sheds both hair loops and rubber bands. Their 
cantilever construction always provides escape geometry for 
hair strands.
G. The scallops prevent sealing of the outlet pipe. Children 
will not be exposed to forces greater than 15 lbf (67 N). 
Sealing forces can range from 50 to 100 lbf (222 to 445 N) 
using a 2 inch to 3 inch PVC pipe.
H. Mechanical and finger entrapment are mitigated by the 
prismatic sectors formed by the fins. The inscribed central 
circle defined by the fins for pinch point that passes the UL 
Probe test.
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Abstract

The contrivances of humankind come into existence through divine intervention, stealth, creative impulse, transformation, systematic 
design, evolutionary forces, and accidental benevolence.  According to the safety theorem the elements of this cosmic stew have a 
common property, they can all cause harm.  The safety theorem appears in many of the most important safety concepts, e.g., the 
colloquial definition of safety, the technical definition of safety, the control hierarchy, risk abatement, “safety through design” 
protocol, alternative design theory, and the classification of safety devices.
According to the safety theorem,

•   The colloquial definition of safety, freedom from the occurrence of injury or loss, exists only as a concept not a reality.

•   A safe state does not exist, it may be approached asymptotically in the sense that a cup cannot be emptied by drinking half,
    followed by drinking half the remainder, etc.  You may get as close to empty as you want; but, an infinite number of trials will not
    empty the cup.

•   Laypeople by and large mistakenly believe that products can be made perfectly safe if enough money and time were focused on
    their design.

This paper offers a proof of the safety theorem together with some of its applications.

Introduction

The principal objective of this paper is to demonstrate that the 
following hypothesis is a theorem, i.e, a provable statement of 
truth:

Safety Theorem:
“Every physical entity created by man or nature is a hazard 
capable of causing harm.”

This theorem is proved by inductive inference.

A.  Inference

Inference is the act of deriving knowledge by reasoning which 
involves either deduction or induction.  Inferences based on 
deduction are always 

correct.  On the other hand, inferences based on induction, 
however logical, may not be true.  This is the problem of 
induction.  To focus properly on inductive reasoning, we begin 
with a brief account of deduction for contrast and 
completeness.

B.  Deduction

“All dogs are mortal.  Sherman is a dog; therefore, Sherman is 
mortal.”

This example of deduction illustrates the general characteristic 
of reasoning from a general truth to a particular instance of the 
truth.  In the more general sense, deduction is any process of 
reasoning by which one draws conclusions from principles or 
information already known.  A valid deductive argument is one 

This paper has been published in the American Journal of Mechanical Engineering, 2020, Vol. 8, No. 2, 50 - 53.
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where the truth of its premises guarantees the truth of 
its conclusion; in some sense the conclusion is already 
contained in the premises. 

C. Induction 

While engineers and other applied scientists have a 
particular appreciation for the elegance of deducing 
specific truths from general truths and would like to 
think that this type of thinking is human nature, the 
fact is that most human information processing time is 
spent doing the opposite: deriving general truths from 
specific instances based on our experience, intuition 
and sometimes faith. 

The method by which a general law is inferred from 
observed particular instances is called induction or 
inductive reasoning.  It is a form of non-deductive 
inference in which the conclusion expresses 
something that goes beyond what is said in the 
premise; the conclusion does not follow with logical 
necessity from the premise.  As an example, we can 
infer the general law that “All crows are black” based 
on observing a very large number of black crows and 
not seeing any other color.  On the other hand, since 
all crows have not been observed, can we logically 
claim to have proved our inference? 
Arguments based on induction do not appear to have 
the rigor or persuasiveness of deductions which are 
regarded as rationally grounded.  Ultimately, however, 
the premises in deductive arguments rest on induction 
from observed cases.  The only way around this dose 
of realism is to establish, if you can, general statements 
whose truth can be known a priori. 

D. Isaac Newton (1642 – 1727) 

Newton introduced a “four-rule” philosophical 
method for studying physical phenomena.  His fourth 
rule was to consider every proposition obtained by 
induction from observed phenomenon to be valid until 
a new phenomenon occurs and contradicts the 
proposition or limits its validity.  Newton explicitly 
dealt with the fact that induction does not necessarily 
produce truth; nevertheless, his method used induction 
to produce one of the greatest bodies of scientific 
knowledge ever amassed by an individual. 

E. Technical Definition of Safety 

Hazard has been defined in MIL-STD-882D as: 

Hazard: 
“Any real or potential condition that can cause injury, 
illness, or death to personnel; damage to or loss of a 

system, equipment or property; or damage to the 
environment. [Ref. 1]” 
The magnitude of hazard is called severity. 

Clearly, any exposure to a hazard will result in harm. 
This observation has led to another concept called 
Risk. [Ref. 2]  Risk is a combination of hazard severity 
and hazard exposure.  A mathematical transliteration 
of this notion is. 

Risk = f  (hazard severity, hazard exposure)       (1) 

where f is a function of the independent variables 
hazard severity and hazard exposure.  The dependent 
variable Risk is the antonym of Safety (tech 
definition), thus, 

Risk = 1/Safety (technical safety)          (2) 

Risk is a measure of the effect of accidents associated 
with a product or system.  A derivative of the Safety 
Theorem can be inferred from the definition of Risk, 

“Eliminating a hazard eliminates the Risk associated 
with the hazard.” 

This statement highlights a logical disconnect in the 
current safety dialog.  Consider the assertion in ANSI 
B11.TR3-2000 (Risk Assessment), 

“zero risk does not exist and cannot be attained.” 

This same document recommends “Eliminate the 
hazard” as its first mitigation strategy.  For example, 
to ameliorate an asbestos problem remove the 
asbestos.  Note that the hazard is gone, the hazard 
exposure is gone, and the Risk is gone. 

Proving the Safety Theorem 

A number of important references are presented which 
support the Safety Theorem. 

A. Of Acceptable Risk - Science and the 
Determination of Safety, William W. Lowrance, 
1976.  

Page 8: “We will define safety as a judgment of the 
acceptability of Risk, and Risk, in turn, has a measure 
of the probability and severity of harm to human 
health.   

A thing is safe if its Risks are judged to be acceptable. 

By its preciseness and connotative power this 
definition contrasts sharply with simplistic dictionary 
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definitions that have “safe” meaning something like 
“free from risk.”  Nothing can be absolutely free of 
Risk.  One can’t think of anything that isn’t, under 
some circumstances, able to cause harm.  Because 
nothing can be absolutely free of Risk, nothing can be 
said to be absolutely safe.  There are degrees of Risk, 
and consequently there are degrees of safety.” 

B. Accident Prevention Manual for Business and 
Industry, Engineering and Technology, 13th 
Edition, National Safety Council, 2009.   

Page 7: “Acceptable Risk does not mean zero Risk, 
which is unattainable.”   

Page 8: “Residual Risk: The Risk remaining after 
preventative measures have been taken.  No matter 
how effective the preventative actions, there will 
always be residual risk if a facility or operation 
continues to exist.”  “All Risks to which the concept 
of safety through design applies derive from hazards. 
There are not exceptions.” 

C. On the Practice of Safety, 3rd Edition, Fred A. 
Manuele, 2003: 

Page 244: “No thing or activity is Risk-free.  Also, in 
the practical world, all Risks will not be eliminated.” 

Page 275: “Definitions and Comments.  The following 
is typical of what is becoming universally accepted 
language with respect to hazards and Risks: 

A hazard is defined as the potential source of harm. 
Hazards include both the characteristics of things and 
the actions or inactions of people.  Identifying 
hazardous human error potential, as well as the 
physical aspects of hazards, is an important part of the 
hazard identification process.  All Risks with which 
safety practitioners deal derive from hazards.  There 
are no exceptions.  For a particular hazard the first and 
best approach is to eliminate the hazard.  If there are 
no potentials for harm, there are no hazards.  If there 
are no hazards, there are no Risks.  Hazards eliminated 
result in zero Risk from those hazards.  But it is not 
possible to eliminate all hazards.” 

Page 285: “Logic and Support of the Safety Decision 
Hierarchy 

1. If the hazards are eliminated in the design and the
redesign processes, Risks that derive from those 
hazards are also eliminated.  If there are no hazards, 
there is no potential for harm and thereby no Risk. 
Obviously, hazard elimination is the most effective 
way to eliminate Risk.   

Page 285 
Conclusions - 1.  We must accept that a state of zero 
Risk cannot exist where hazards have not been 
eliminated.” 

D. ISO/IEC Guide 51: The Concept of Safety 
(Section 5), Safety Aspects - Guidelines for the 
Inclusion in Standards: “There can be no 
absolute safety: Some Risk will remain, defined 
in this guide as residual Risk.  Therefore a 
product, process or safety can only relatively be 
safe.” 

E. Safety Engineering, Gilbert Marshall, 1982 

Page 5: “Nothing is really free of hazards, and a hazard 
may be present without being recognized.  An object 
may be considered foolproof, meaning that there is no 
way misuse it, but, again, nothing is really foolproof.” 

Comment: Henry David Thoreau - “It is impossible to 
make anything foolproof because fools are so 
ingenious.” 

F. Accident Prevention Manual for Training 
Programs, Merle E. Strong, 1975. 

Page 138: “Some degree of hazard is associated with 
every form of activity; therefore the highest degree of 
injury elimination can be achieved only by careful, 
painstaking attention to safety in every form of activity 
carried on in an establishment or undertaking in 
question.” 

Page 139: “No work activities can ever be made 
entirely hazard free.” 

G. Safety and Health for Engineers, Second 
Edition, Roger L. Brauer, 2006.  

Page 31: How Safe is Safe Enough?  “What is accepted 
as safe is neither constant or absolute.  Each person in 
society establishes what level of safety and health is 
acceptable.  Not everyone agrees whether things are 
safe enough.  People would like to be free from Risks. 
However, every activity has some Risk.  The level 
Risk that society finds acceptable is a moral issue, not 
just a technical, economic, political, or legal one.” 

Page 75: Reducing Liability Risks.  There are Risks in 
any product.   

Page 648: Eliminating or Reducing Risks.  “If Risks 
are known, one can attempt to eliminate them. 
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However, it is not possible to eliminate all Risks; some 
can only be reduced.” 

H. Occupational Safety Management and 
Engineering, Fifth Edition, Willy Hammer and 
Dennis Price, 2001. 

Page 102: “It is impossible to have an accident without 
the presence of a hazard.” 

I. Reading in Industrial Accident Prevention, Dan 
Petersen Jerry Goodale, 1980. 

Page 179: “Given a certain Risk, is it an acceptable 
Risk?  After all, there is some Risk involved in every 
human endeavor.” 

J. Safety Management, Fourth Edition, Grimaldi 
and Simonds, 1984. 

Page 139: “The best safety program in the world, 
however, will not eliminate all accidents. 

Page 299" Layout in Design.  “If it isn’t there it can’t 
go wrong,” R.J. Redding, Intrinsic Safety, 1971. 

K. Introduction to Safety Engineering, David S. 
Gloss and Marian Gayle Wardle, 1984. 

Page 3: There is no such thing as “absolute safety”, nor 
can it ever be achieved. 

L. Safety Through Design, Wayne C. Christensen & 
Fred Manuele, 1999. 

Page 5: “Designing to minimum Risk - acceptable 
Risk - is a goal of this safety through design concept. 
That does not mean designing to zero Risk, which is 
impossible.” 

Page 73: “However, as a benchmark, it must be 
accepted that there is no such thing in the real world as 
absolute safety, where even Risks from random events 
are ruled out.” 

M. ANSI B11.TR3-2000: Risk Assessment and Risk 
Reduction – A guide to estimate, Evaluate and 
Reduce Risks Associated with Machine Tools 

Page ii:  “This technical report explicitly recognizes 
that zero risk is virtually unattainable.” 

Page vi:  “This technical report recognizes that zero 
risk does not exist and cannot be attained.” 

Emergence of the Safety Theorem 

A. Medical Devices 

The popular medical ethics dictum, “First Do No 
Harm,” is decimated by the Safety Theorem, “Every 
physical entity created by man or nature is a hazard 
capable of causing harm.” 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) began with 
the Food and Drug Act of 1906 at a time when medical 
devices were not prominent in the practice of 
medicine.  Over the next seventy years, this changed 
significantly which resulted in the Medical Device 
Amendments of 1976.  Along with the original FDA 
charter which was to assure the safety and efficacy of 
drugs, this same requirement was imposed on medical 
devices. 

The FDA assigned all medical devices to one of three 
classes that reflected their basic premise that all 
medical devices must be safe and effective to qualify 
for use on humans.  All risks must be absent or well 
understood and weighed with respect to outcome 
benefits. 

The three medical device classes by increasing risk 
are: 

Class I – (insignificant risk) requires: 
• general controls

Class II – (moderate risk) requires: 
• general controls
• special controls

Class III – (significant risk) requires: 
• general controls
• special controls
• pre market approval

Observe that all three classes have risks.  Further, the 
risks are compared to the outcome benefits as found in 
the Risk-Utility Theory in product liability. [Ref. 3] 

B. Public Safety 

The Safety Theorem implies that humans are always 
confronted with a infinite number of hazards and 
associated risks.  Implementation of risk reduction 
measures will reduce many of these risks to a 
“tolerable risk” level.  The unbounded remainder of 
risks are called “residual risk” which we must mitigate 
using personal vigilance.  The development of 
personal vigilance skills in children is compromised 
by the imposition of too many prophylactic measures. 
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C. Reasonably Foreseeable Use 

Risks that are not reasonably foreseeable are “tolerable 
risks” that require no mediation.  The Safety Theorem 
implies that the number of hazards associated with 
these risks are unbounded. 

D. Hazard Identification 

Structural design in brittle state materials recognizes 
that a crack may form at any point of the construct. 
This results in an infinite number of hazards which is 
consistent with the Safety Theorem.  Risk analysis 
standards such as MIL-STD-882D call for the 
identification of only a finite number of hazards. 
Don’t be surprised if an entire ship breaks in two under 
benign conditions [Ref. 4]. 

E. Protective Measure Hierarchy 

Protective measures are defined in ANSI B11.TR3-
2000, 

3.13 protective measures:  Design, safeguarding, 
administrative controls, warnings, training or 
personal protective equipment used to eliminate 
hazards or reduce risks. 

Page 6 of this document contains Figure 2: 
Relationship between supplier and user showing the 
hierarchy of applying protective measures:  The third 
footnote in this figure states, 

“The supplier/user should take into account that 
adding a safeguard may add additional hazard(s) or 
increase risk(s) from other hazards.” 

The Safety Theorem tells us that adding an additional 
safeguard will introduce new hazards even if the net 
Risk improves. 

Comments 

There is no physical entity that is incapable of causing 
harm.  The colloquial notion of safety as the absence 
of harm is a myth together with the idea of a finite 
number of hazards.  In a theoretical subsystem, 
absolute safety requires the removal of all hazards. 
Every mitigation strategy begins with the hope of 
designing them out. 
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